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ABSTRACT 
Vibration in motor vehicles is largely influenced by the engine and thus has 
become the focus of much automotive testing. Engine idle vibration is focused 
on since deviations in the vibration signature are prevalent at this operating 
condition. 
The objective of this thesis was to derive a best-practice method for the analysis 
of engine idle vibration. Variability of the engine vibration signatures was 
calculated through the implementation of multiple analysis techniques. These 
methods included: angle domain analysis, the fast Fourier transform, the discrete 
cosine transform, the moving average model, and the auto-regressive moving 
average model. Also included in the investigation were examinations of data 
normalization, detrending, and filtration. The results of the analyses were then 
evaluated with reference to the correlation between similar engines and the 
identification of outliers. 
It was found that the fast Fourier transform analysis technique provided the best 
overall results. The moving average model and the auto-regressive moving 
average models were also identified as methods that have great potential in 
vibration analysis but are limited by their computational intensity. 
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 
The engine is the heart of any vehicle and is the source that converts the fuel to 
power; this also means that it is a main source of noise and vibration. Noise, 
vibration and harshness (NVH) influences the perception of quality to the 
customer; for some the sound and feel drive a sale, while on the other end of the 
spectrum noise and vibration issues are often the origins of customer complaints. 
While noise and vibration are separate concerns of the consumer they are often 
tied quite closely together. Vibration is often the source of most noise and if 
vibration is focused upon a twofold reduction in NVH concerns can be attained. 
In the course of the combustion process the engine creates vibration through 
combustion forces and mechanical motion. This vibration is spread throughout 
the vehicle due to resonance, production of further mechanical motion, and the 
resulting movement of the vehicle. 
Part of a customer's expectation of manufactured goods is mass production 
repeatability. With engines this means that the presumption is that they will 
sound, feel and react in the same manner. NVH is a key fact in the assessment 
of the calibre of a product. Slight defects and deviations from the norm can 
contribute significantly to a vehicle's interior noise and vibration. To insure the 
standardization of the product a quality of service (QOS) test is often performed. 
1 
1.1 Background 
In this study vibration data from tests performed at the Ford Powertrain 
Engineering Research and Development Centre (PERDC) at the Essex Engine 
plant is analyzed. Outlines of their testing and analysis processes are described 
below. 
1.1.1 Testing 
Ford Motor Company is constantly testing its product for quality and repeatability. 
At the PERDC in the Essex Engine plant noise and vibration quality tests are 
performed on a regular basis as part of the QOS evaluations. The results from 
this testing are used for target setting, verification, benchmarking, and 
databasing [1]. 
Data from a large sample of engines is gathered in the initial QOS test performed 
on each engine model. A succession of engines is collected as they come off the 
production line and are set aside for analysis. The original dataset consists of at 
least thirty engines as established by the Ford corporate standard; this amount is 
considered the minimum sample size to represent a normally distributed 
population. Results of this preliminary investigation are known as the baseline 
and are the benchmark for subsequent tests. Following the baseline evaluation, 
QOS tests are performed quarterly or semi-annually on samples of six engines. 
These engines are collected and tested in the same process as that of baseline. 
2 
In addition to the standard noise and vibration test each engine in the QOS check 
at the Essex Engine plant also undergoes a second test known as the 'Prosig 
Test'. This investigation examines vibration and sometimes noise at steady 
states and is named for the data acquisition system used. The standard test 
collects vibration data from eight locations on the engine; the setup and data 
collection methods are described in detail in Chapter 4. Additional transducers 
are often added to the setup to allow for further investigation of different aspects 
of the engine. Three different operating conditions are part of the standard test; 
idle, partial-load, and wide-open throttle. These specific speeds and loads are 
part of a typical testing procedure and are quite prevalent in normal driving 
activity. 
The centre also evaluates and troubleshoots engines that are considered faulted. 
These engines are obtained from Ford engine manufacturing plants, final vehicle 
assembly plants, and from dealerships. An initial idle 'Prosig Test' is performed 
on each engine and a root cause analysis investigation is initiated. At this point 
repairs may be performed on the engine and another test run. This cycle is 
repeated until the source of the problem is determined. 
1.1.2 Analysis 
Quality of service testing is part of the ISO (International Organization for 
Standardization) quality management system utilized by Ford, Chrysler and 
General Motors. This standard is in place to help ensure the consistency of the 
3 
end products and to aid in the continual improvement process; in other words the 
objective of this tool is to put forth the best product every time. All of this is in 
place not only as a best business practice but for the benefit of the consumer. 
Data acquired from the QOS evaluation compares the tested engines to their 
sample group and to the baseline; subsequently the results are analyzed for 
improvements or deterioration. Ideally over time the product should have lower 
variability and less noise and vibration; this is due to continual development of 
the engine model. In reality, while slight improvements are expected 
deterioration can occur when slight changes in the product are imposed. These 
changes can include wear and tear on a mould, change of part suppliers, and 
alterations in manufacturing material. 
Results from the QOS runs of the 'Prosig Test' are analyzed for variance over the 
engine cycle. In the calculation of the variance the data is first resampled into 
the angle domain with reference to the crankshaft and is then broken down into 
thirty engine cycles. The variance is then calculated for each crankshaft angle. 
Analysis of the variance includes total average variance, maximum variance 
comparison, and overlaid engine variance plots. Faulted engines are analyzed 
through a visual inspection of the variance of each accelerometer. Significant 
amplitude variance spikes are focused on and faults are surmised from the angle 
of the crankshaft and the accelerometer location. 
4 
1.2 Purpose 
Results of the 'Prosig Test' are not part of the official QOS investigation and 
hence most of the data has been filed away for future analysis. The purpose of 
this research is to propose an alternate method of analysis for the 'Prosig Test' 
data. In conclusion this method could be used to create a formal quality testing 
and analysis procedure to aid in the compliance of the ISO standard of quality. 
1.3 Objectives 
The focus of this thesis is to analyze the engine vibration data using multiple 
techniques and to conclude which is the best practice method. To fulfill the 
purpose of this study the following research objectives must be carried out: 
1.) Evaluate engine idle vibration using various analysis techniques 
2.) Access the feasibility and functionality of the different methods 
3.) Present recommendations for future vibration analysis research and 
alternative analysis techniques 
The following chapters delve into the research and background of the testing and 
analysis techniques of the study at hand and are concluded by the results and 
recommendations. 
5 
CHAPTER 2 - LITERATURE REVIEW 
This chapter is a review of the literature pertinent to this study. Included in this 
section is a discussion about engine noise and vibration, also reviewed is 
information pertaining to vibration testing and various data analysis techniques. 
Many aspects of this thesis have been investigated and assessed by the 
scientific and engineering community and are presented here to build a 
foundation for the work presented in the following chapters. 
2.1 Noise, Vibration and Harshness in Internal Combustion Engines 
A vital tool in the evaluation of internal combustion engines is the analysis of 
noise, vibration, and harshness. From these observations assessments of 
combustion and mechanical workings can be made. All in all NVH is tied in 
tightly to the overall subjective view of the operation of an engine. 
Noise and vibration often go hand in hand. In many cases vibration is the root 
cause of noise and noise is frequently the only notable symptom of 
abnormalities. While vibration is part of the rotating machinery's operation in 
practice it is minimized to lessen its infringement on the system. 
In essence each engine model should have the same noise and vibration 
signature. Deviations from this signature depending on severity denote variation 
6 
due to manufacturing processes, abnormalities of parts, and even so far as a 
foredoomed catastrophic failure. 
2.1.1 Vibration 
Vibration in internal combustion engines is due to mechanical motion, 
combustion forces, and structural resonances. Most vibration reflects poorly on 
an engine since it alludes to energy loss, possible defects and often brings with it 
undesirable noise [2]. While a minimal amount of vibration is acceptable, an 
increased amount can lead to mechanical failure and or unsatisfactory perception 
by the consumer. 
Engine vibration can be broken down into deterministic and stochastic 
components. The characteristic vibration signature is defined by the 
deterministic portion of the signal which is easily masked due to random noise. 
To be able to separate the two components the vibration signal must be captured 
over multiple cycles. A steady-state signal is best used in this type of 
interpretation. 
The combustion force causes vibration by creating mechanical motion and 
through the variation of in-cylinder pressure. During the firing phase of the cycle 
the vibration in the engine block is often at its peak amplitude. According to 
Chandroth et al. [3] cylinder pressure fluctuations cause the engine structure to 
vibrate and are the source of most engine vibration. Inconsistency in combustion 
7 
cycles can also lead to large cycle-to-cycle variations whose discrepancies can 
lead to unwanted vibration. 
2.2 Acquisition of Vibration Data 
In order to obtain the desired vibration data from an engine consideration must 
be given to the design of the experiment. The conditions under which the data is 
collected along with the acquisition equipment and setup of the experiment need 
to be determined. 
2.2.1 Operating Conditions 
Operating conditions play a large role in the vibration of the engine. The engine 
speed, load, oil and coolant temperature, and the environment in which it is run 
are all contributing factors. Engine speed can bring out different resonant 
frequencies. Furthermore load imparts additional stress on the system, which 
can change the motion of mechanical components. Vibration may occur only 
during a certain temperature range; this can often be attributed to the expansion 
and contraction of the engine's internal workings. The environment also plays a 
role with the temperature and pressure effecting the gases and fluids used in the 
system. Operating conditions should be controlled to limit variability and to allow 
for closer examination of distinct states. 
8 
2.2.1.1 Idle 
In vibration analysis the idle operating condition is often focused on because 
noise and vibration are more noticeable and prevalent in this state. At increased 
speeds the distinct vibration and noise issues can be masked due to the many 
internal processes. Machinery is also less prone to erratic movement at higher 
speeds because the mechanical motion becomes streamlined with less irregular 
movements to cause abnormal vibration and noise. 
At idle the rate of speed is close to the lowest that an engine can operate at; if 
the speed is dropped the rotational force due to combustion may not be strong 
enough to turn the crankshaft and the engine will stall. This makes it very 
susceptible to variability and the engine must overcompensate for slight 
irregularities. At low engine speeds the combustion is most prone to 
abnormalities due to the fact that the air density and fuel mass fed into the 
system are at their lowest levels. The mixture in the cylinder is hence prone to 
uneven distribution which causes variability in the combustion process [4]. 
Deviations in combustion can lead to an oscillation in engine speed which may 
result in a firing frequency that excites resonant vibrations of the engine 
structure. This variation was part of the focus of an investigation on engine idle 
vibration preformed at the University of Sheffield [5]. 
The opinion of the driver is also of key concern because the cycle-to-cycle 
variation is more perceptible at this speed. A rough or unsteady idle leaves a 
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poor impression of the vehicle and a slight knocking sound from an engine can 
be grating to the individuals in the automobile. Vibration is also transmitted from 
the engine to the vehicle frame and thus further affecting the occupants [6]. The 
expectation of the customer is that at idle the automobile should have little to no 
detectable vibration and noise. 
Engine idle vibration has very deterministic characteristics intermixed with 
random non-stationary events [5]. This means that an idling engine will have a 
distinct vibration signature. The variation between the signatures of various 
engines and engine families is the focus of this investigation. 
2.2.2 Transducers 
Measurement of engine vibration can paint a picture of the mechanical 
operations within the engine. Accelerometers are the most common type of 
transducer used in the analysis of vibration response of rotating machinery [7]. 
In measuring acceleration this sensor is best suited because it directly measures 
the desired quantity and has a large bandwidth. The vibration signature is also 
easily acquired by mounting accelerometers on the engine. This transducer has 
usage restrictions because its internal workings limit the environmental 
conditions and vibration amplitude it can be exposed to. 
Another type of vibration measurement tool is the laser vibrometer. This 
instrument measures the velocity of the surface vibration using the principle of 
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the Doppler effect. Unlike the accelerometer, vibration information is gathered 
with no physical contact and the operation is not limited by temperature and 
vibration amplitude. Also, with the aid of software the laser vibrometer can 
measure a single point or scan a predefined surface. In a study of automotive 
NVH Beidl et al. [8] used the laser vibrometer to view the surface vibration 
distribution of an engine. This type of analysis can be used for finding sources of 
vibration and also in the investigation of radiant noise. 
2.2.3 Cylinder Indicator 
A cylinder or cam position indicator (CID) sensor gives information to 
synchronize the vibration signal to the engine's events. The output of the signal 
can also be used as a tachometer whereby the speed of the system is calculated 
from the reciprocal of time between the pulses. Precision in the conversion of 
the time signal to the angle domain is related to the number of pulses per cycle. 
With a greater amount of pulses there is less smearing of data since this will 
better represent the actual speed of the engine by accounting for more of the 
inter-cyclical speed changes [9]. 
2.2.4 Measurement Location 
Measurement location is a key detail in the collection of useful and effective 
vibration data. The position selected will receive information from many different 
internal sources because of the propagation of vibration through the structure. In 
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selecting a position it is essential to choose a point where the desired observed 
signal is most prominent and the vibration due to other components is minimized. 
A vibration signal acquired from the cylinder head of an engine gives a strong 
correlation to the cylinder pressures and the motion of the piston [3]. 
Measurements taken at the top of cylinder head also include vibration from the 
valvetrain. From the analysis of the data derived from the block lug locations 
information about the main bearings, pins, connecting rods and other 
components can be obtained. 
2.3 Data Analysis Techniques 
The main objective of this research was to examine engine idle vibration 
variability using multiple analysis techniques. Many numerical methods were 
investigated and are discussed below and in the following chapters. 
2.3.1 Time Domain Analysis 
Raw time data is not often used in the analysis of engine vibration. Identifying 
characteristics are difficult to extract from time data and the signal in most cases 
is post-processed to obtain the desired information. Therefore examples of raw 
time data analysis of engine vibration are few and far between. 
One form of time domain analysis is the root mean square which gives a 
statistical measure of the magnitude of the signal [2]. This simple method can be 
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used as a preliminary indication of variability. Another type of time domain 
investigation is the implementation of modeling techniques such as a trend 
prediction tool. Sinha [10] uses samples of time data in his modeling techniques 
to monitor vibration. 
2.3.2 Angle Domain Analysis 
An internal combustion engine is a rotating machine that operates within a 
defined cycle; hence the time data can be synchronized to the angle of rotation. 
The angle of the crankshaft is often the position reference of the system, with the 
initial point being the top-dead centre of the combustion stroke of cylinder one. 
Fluctuations in speed due to the angular velocity of the crankshaft vary from 
cycle-to-cycle and also within the cycle. To be able to align the vibration 
signatures of an engine to its cycle a transformation to the angle domain is 
necessary. This allows for comparison of events and their timing within the 
cycle. Angle domain analysis is quite useful in distinguishing faults in an engine 
since the position in the cycle can often attribute the cause to active processes. 
The results of this technique can also transform a non-stationary vibration signal 
into a stationary one. 
With the aid of a reference such as the CID signal the data series is correlated to 
the engine cycle. Tjong [11] employed a technique whereby a wheel with 360 
teeth was attached to the crankshaft. An encoder monitored the passage of the 
teeth and was used to trigger data sampling. This process is known as 
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synchronous sampling. Similar testing applications were discussed by Gade et 
al. [9] with vibration data collected along side an angle reference source and the 
data consequently being post-processed into the angle domain. 
2.3.3 Frequency Domain Analysis 
Analysis of a vibration signal in the frequency domain is an effective method for 
gathering characteristics of an engine. The transformation of a time signal into 
the frequency domain produces a signal that includes the range of frequencies 
contained in the time signal along with the quantity at each given frequency. 
Frequency content of an engine can offer much information on its operation 
because defects are often characterized by a distinct frequency range. Workings 
of individual rotating components of an engine can also be identified from the 
frequency spectrum [12]. 
2.3.3.1 Fast Fourier Transform 
The fast Fourier transform (FFT) is the most common method used to transform 
time data to the frequency domain. It is a computationally efficient variation of 
the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) which converts a signal into the frequency 
domain by breaking the time signal into a summation of sinusoids and cosines. 
Analysis of engine vibration using the FFT should be limited to constant speeds. 
Variation in speed can lead to shifting characteristics since the frequency content 
of a signal is tightly intertwined with the rotational speed [3, 5]. The FFT is not 
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effective in the analysis of vibration that is intermittent and transient because of 
its non-stationary nature. 
An FFT can be used on both time and angle domain signals as discussed by 
Blough and Gwaltney [13]. The analysis of engine vibration data with speed 
variation is possible if the data is first resampled into the angle domain. As a 
result the aspect of the rotational speed is removed and an FFT can then be 
performed with the data being transformed into the order domain [8,14]. This 
method was not utilized in this study because the variation of speed is limited 
because the engines idled at a relatively constant speed. Also the frequency 
content due to the idle speed is an identifying attribute of an engine since each 
model has a distinct idle speed. 
2.3.3.2 Discrete Cosine Transform 
The discrete cosine transform (DCT) is different from the discrete Fourier 
transform because it is a real transform and utilizes only a summation of cosines; 
this also implies that it has lower computational complexity. Calculation of this 
method is performed by a variation of the FFT [2, 15] which again reduces the 
amount of computations required. Applications of the DCT are numerous with 
the most common being data compression. Makoto and his associates [16] 
utilized the DCT to compress large amounts of vibration data where the original 
signal was reconstructed with minimal loss. 
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Energy in the DCT is predominantly concentrated at low frequencies. With 
image and audio compression the original data mostly contains low-frequency 
features hence the higher frequencies of the DCT can be discarded without 
significant loss. Consequently the original object is represented by a smaller 
amount of coefficients in the frequency range and can be reconstructed almost 
perfectly rendered. This is only part of the compression process and is outside of 
the scope of this thesis and will not be given further consideration. 
Widespread deployment of this technique has been attained with it being utilized 
in standard audio, image and video processing methods. Some notable 
applications of the DCT and its variants are common digital file formats such as; 
JPEG, MPEG-2, MPEG-4, MP3 and WMA. 
2.3.4 Predictive Models 
A predictive model is a mathematical representation or a process that can 
forecast future behaviour. This type of model is often employed in economics 
and weather to report future expectations. The modelling process utilizes a 
mathematical formula whereby the coefficients can be used to compare datasets. 
2.3.4.1 Moving Average Model 
A moving average (MA) model creates a representation of the observed data by 
a weighted summation of its current and past input values. Implementations of 
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this technique are commonly used for smoothing of data and for forecasting 
results. 
This model is characterized by a finite length impulse response sequence [17]. It 
offers stability with a simple implementation; its downfall is that it requires more 
coefficients to represent the data than other similar methods. The model is only 
based on a limited amount of past values so transient errors or random noise do 
not effect the whole data series. A limited memory is an attribute that needs to 
be taken into account. Other techniques in contrast to the MA model consider all 
past values and an isolated random event is never forgotten. 
2.3.4.2 Autoregressive Model 
An autoregressive (AR) model is another linear prediction formula which creates 
an estimation of a data series through a summation of the current value and past 
values of the output of the model. This type of model is also known as a 
maximum entropy or all poles model. In many cases it is used as a smoothing 
function. This modeling technique has a wide variety of applications ranging 
from astronomy to urban planning. 
2.3.4.3 Autoregressive Moving Average Model 
The autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model combines the MA and AR 
models. Analysis of vibration data using an ARMA model was implemented by 
Sinha [10]. This model is useful not only in identifying characteristics through the 
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coefficients but can also be used in trend prediction. Implementation of the 
ARMA model can be completed in both the time and frequency domain. The 
time domain method is more tedious since the stability of the model is difficult to 
achieve. A unique method for deriving the coefficients in the time-domain was 
implemented by Box and Jenkins [2]. It is a tool that is widely used in the field of 
econometrics. When implementing the ARMA model in the frequency domain 
the phase of the system is lost and hence the time signal cannot to be accurately 
rebuilt. In many cases this is not of concern since the correlation of the 
parameters is the focus of the study and vibration data is often only analyzed in 
the frequency domain. 
Coefficients of the AR portion of the ARMA model can lead to instability and 
difficulty in achieving parameter values that reproduce the original data. This 
problem was discussed in an SAE paper written by Ippili and his associates [18]. 
In this thesis research stability was also an issue and was resolved by analyzing 
the data in the frequency domain and controlling the AR parameters. 
The ARMA model is a general model for a linear system as discussed by 
Nishizawa et al. [19] and Nise [20]. An approximate model can be realized even 
if the system is slightly non-linear by increasing the order. Selection of the order 
of the model is discussed by Nishizawa et al. [19] and Leser et al. [21]. The 
order of a system should increase with the number of samples but this also leads 
to greater computational time. In this research the order of the model selected 
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took into account the calculation time, the correlation of the coefficients between 
engines, and the representation of the study's data. 
2.3.5 Regression Analysis 
In dealing with multiple variables it is often found that the change of one of these 
terms is associated with a variation in other variables. In many cases a 
mathematical relationship can be determined that relates these changes. 
Regression analysis is a statistical technique used to determine the best 
mathematical expression that quantifies the relationship between variables. 
Data from the series is fed into the mathematical equation with the output being 
very close to original input. The difference or error is known as the residual and 
the goal of regression is for it to be minimized. This derived relationship is often 
used in future prediction where the mathematical model is based on past input 
values. 
There are two main types of regression analysis; linear and non-linear. A linear 
regression is characterized by coefficients of regression that are multipliers of the 
terms of the mathematical expression. In non-linear regression the coefficients 
are included in a function of the equation; for example the coefficient could be 
part of an exponential term. Non-linear regression is also used when a best fit of 
the linear regression is not possible. Additionally this process is used when the 
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data of the system is multidimensional; where multiple inputs combine to form a 
distinct output. 
Many different methods can be used in regression analysis such as; least 
squares, maximum likelihood, robust and Bayesian methods [2]. In this study the 
linear least-squares analysis method is used. 
2.3.5.1 Least Squares Regression 
The least squares regression method approximates an over-determined system 
of equations. Coefficients of the mathematical equation are determined by 
minimizing the difference between the actual data and the output of the model. 
This difference or error term is called the residual. As a result of multiple 
iterations the sum of residuals is minimized and hence the model will 
approximate the system of equations. 
In the calculation of the coefficients of the MA and ARMA models the least-
squares regression is most commonly used [10, 18, 22, 23]. These models 
utilize the least squares method to fit a curve to the data. As discussed by Moler 
[24] the curve fitting problem is one that is most often solved by this regression 
method. 
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CHAPTER 3 - THEORY 
The theoretical aspects related to engine vibration testing and the analysis of the 
resulting data are described in this section. Topics covered in this chapter 
include important aspects of: digital signal processing in connection with the 
acquisition of analog data, properties of accelerometers, introductory internal 
engine combustion theory, fundamentals of vibration, and basics of electronic 
filters. 
3.1 Digital Signal Processing 
In order to store an analog signal on a computer the signal must be transformed 
into a digital signal. This process is called analog-to-digital conversion and is 
performed by devices called analog-to-digital converters (ADC). The electronic 
device digitizes an input analog voltage or current signal; a summary of the inner-
workings of the ADC can be seen in below in Figure 3.1. 















Figure 3.1: Block Diagram of an Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) 
Sampling takes a continuous signal and captures the analog data at regular 
intervals. A series of discrete values which represent the range of the input 
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signal is then compared against each sample. In a process called quantization, 
the separate samples are converted into numbers by selecting the closest value 
from the discrete series. The result of this conversion process is a digital 
representation of the analog signal. 
3.1.1 Sampling 
An analog signal is continuous in time and must be converted to a constant flow 
of digital values. This translation into discrete-time is achieved by taking samples 
of the input signal at isolated instants. Sampling can be regarded as the product 
of the analog signal and a unity amplitude impulse train. The time interval 
between samples can be uniform or variable and is dependant on the sampling 
technique used. 
A uniform or periodic sampling is achieved by taking samples at equal time 
intervals of length Ts. The time interval between samples is known as the 




Variable or synchronous sampling has many different implementations, which 
include removing superfluous data and event analysis. In this discussion 
variable sampling is taken at constant intervals with reference to the angle of the 
crankshaft. 
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Both techniques have their pros and cons. Uniform sampling establishes a 
relationship between time variables of continuous-time and discrete-time signals. 
It also gives a more accurate representation of the vibration signal. The variable 
sampling method is often superior if the event is proportional to the rotational 
speed. This can ease the analysis of events in comparison to each other and 
help identify where in the cycle the event is occurring. 
3.1.2 Sampling Rate 
There are two main types of sampling; uniform and variable. With uniform 
sampling the rate is measured in samples per second, often expressed as Hertz 
or bytes per sec. In this study the variable sampling rate is tracked according to 
the revolution of the cam with reference to the position of the crankshaft; the 
measurement unit is expressed as samples per degree. 
The sampling process can lead to the potential loss of information; with a shorter 
sampling interval, there is a reduction in the amount of information loss. 
Ultimately in sampling there will always be some loss in information no matter 
how short the interval used. It is important to consider the frequency content of 
the incoming signal in selecting a sampling rate. 
Using the Nyquist-Sharron sampling theorem, the appropriate sampling rate can 
be selected from the maximum frequency of interest, fm[2]. The theorem states 
that a measurement signal can be sampled without loss of frequency information 
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or aliasing if the sampling rate is more than double the highest frequency of 
interest. 
/ , > 2 / M (3.2) 
Where: fm = the maximum frequency of interest 
f 
— = the Nyquist frequency or critical frequency 
In practical application frequencies close to the Nyquist frequency may still be 
distorted in the sampling and reconstruction process, therefore the bandwidth 
should be kept below the Nyquist frequency by some margin. The loss in 
information from undersampling or sampling close to the Nyquist frequency is 
caused by spectral overlap and aliasing. 
3.1.3 Resolution and Gain 
Resolution in digital to analog conversion denotes the number of discrete values 
that can be produced over the dynamic range of the analog input. The resolution 
is expressed in bits and thus the number of discrete values is most often a power 
of two. In this study the resolution of the data acquisition system was 16 bit; this 
means that the analog data can be converted to one of 65536 or 216 different 
levels. More discrete values or levels and a greater sampling rate will result in a 
finer resolution and an increased accuracy of the reproduction. 
The dynamic range is the span between the maximum and minimum amount of 
input that an acquisition device can measure. A gain factor is a magnification of 
data within this range. Amplification of the resolution is achieved from an 
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increase in the gain factor. By focusing on a smaller range a more detailed 
representation of the data is obtained. The highest gain factor which 
encompasses the input signal's range without clipping (occurs when the analog 
signal amplitude exceeds the range that can be recognized by the ADC 
converter) should be selected. This narrowed range will ensure that the data is 
acquired at its maximum resolution. 
3.1.4 Quantization and Encoding 
The process of approximating a continuous signal using a finite number of 
amplitude levels is known as quantization. In this procedure the analog input 
signal is quantized by rounding each sample to the nearest quantization level. 
Each quantized sample is represented by series of zeros and ones (bits) with the 
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Figure 3.2: Comparison between a Continuous Signal and a Quantized Signal 
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Quantization error or quantization noise is known as the difference between the 
original sample amplitude and the quantized level. The magnitude of the 
instantaneous error from the truncation can vary from zero to half of the 
difference between levels. As can be seen in the Figure 3.2, the maximum 
quantization error is 0.1. 
The quantization of analog signals will always lead to some loss of information no 
matter how fine the quantization levels. Oversampling can be used to offset this 
loss in accuracy by distributing the quantization noise over a larger number of 
samples. 
3.1.5 Aliasing 
Aliasing refers to the effect that causes different continuous signals to become 
indistinguishable from each other when reconstructed. This happens when 
frequencies greater than the fm fold back over the maximum frequency. Thus, 







(a) Frequency Folding (Aliasing) (b) No Aliasing 
Figure 3.3: Difference between Proper and Improper Sampling 
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Depicted in Figure 3.4 is an example of the aliasing phenomenon. In the figure 
the black circles denote the sample rate of the analog signal. The red curve is 
the actual analog signal and the blue curve represents the reconstructed curve 
from the sampled data. It can be seen that this higher frequency data because of 
the sampling rate appears to be at a lower frequency. Thus the unique 
identification from reconstruction becomes impossible because the legitimate and 
aliased components are indistinguishable. 
Figure 3.4: Two Different Sinusoids that Fit the Same Sample Data [2] 
To alleviate this problem an anti-aliasing filter is employed in the ADC system. 
Most anti-aliasing filters are low-pass filters that attenuate frequencies above the 
Nyquist frequency of the sampling rate. The anti-aliasing filter will in practical 
application remove most aliasing but because the filter is not ideal some roll-off 
will occur. Oversampling at a rate greater than 2.56 times the maximum 
frequency of interest (2.56/m) will also help minimize the remaining effects. 
3.1.6 Oversampling 
Sampling data at a rate greater than the twice the maximum frequency is a 
practice known as oversampling. This will give a better representation of the 
input signal because of the larger amount of samples. While this procedure can 
reduce errors it also can impose an added computation burden. 
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Oversampling can eliminate aliasing in the frequency range of interest by 
increasing the bandwidth of the acquired signal. In post-processing the extra 
frequency range can be filtered out along with left over remnants of aliasing from 
the roll-off of the anti-alias filter. Also the oversampling process can reduce 
noise from the input signal and that caused by quantization. This is done though 
averaging and distribution of the noise power over a larger frequency range. 
3.2 Accelerometers 
An accelerometer is an electromechanical device used to measure acceleration. 
Depending on the transducer it can measure static acceleration such as gravity 
or more commonly the dynamic acceleration caused by vibration or motion. 
There are a wide range of applications for these devices from measuring 
vibration in cars and buildings to monitoring seismic activity. Many electronic 
devices incorporate accelerometers, some examples include; changing the 
display orientation on an interface screen on a hand held device and measuring 
speed and distance in a portable fitness monitor. 
3.2.1 Piezoelectricity 
Piezoelectricity is a property of materials which become polarized in response to 
mechanical stress [25]. When the material is strained by an applied force it 
produces opposing surface charges and hence generates a voltage difference 
between the surfaces. The piezoelectric effect is also reversible whereby the 
material will exhibit stress or strain when in an electric field. 
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A unique attribute of piezoelectricity occurs in crystals that have a unit cell which 
is noncentrosymmetric; this means that the structure of the crystal has no centre 
of symmetry. The structure when unstressed has a central point of mass shared 
by both the positive and negative charges. This crystalline structure is altered 
when stressed and the central point of mass becomes different for the positive 
and negative charges causing polarization. 
Materials that exhibit the piezoelectric effect include quartz crystals and 
ceramics. Many of these materials occur naturally but man-made variations are 
often utilized. A wide range of applications employ piezoelectric materials, these 
include; accelerometers, microphones, speakers, filters, spark generators, and 
clocks. 
3.2.1.1 Piezoelectric Accelerometer 
In an accelerometer the piezoelectric material measures the applied acceleration. 
Inside the accelerometer the piezoelectric material is attached on one side to a 
rigid base, while the other is fastened to a seismic mass as can be seen in Figure 
3.5. Force from the mass acts directly upon the piezoelectric material when the 
transducer is subjected to acceleration. This force in accordance with Newton's 
second law of motion is equal to the product of the acceleration and the mass. 
F -ma (3.3) 
The piezoelectric material reacts to this applied force by generating a 
proportional voltage difference between its surfaces. Electrodes connected to 
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Fig 3.5: Principle of a Piezoelectric Accelerometer 
Most accelerometers used in vibration measurements are piezoelectric. These 
sensors have many beneficial characteristics such as; a wide frequency and 
dynamic range, and are quite robust and have high stability. Additionally, the 
units are generally very compact and low in weight. Furthermore, this transducer 
has no moving parts to wear out and is self generating; therefore it does not 
require external power to operate. 
3.2.2 Compression and Shear Type Accelerometers 
Accelerometer designs include a multitude of mechanical configurations and 
measurements types. Historically most accelerometers were compression type 
with its simple construction. The mass exerts a compressive force on the 
piezoelectric material in this formation much like that seen in Figure 3.5. These 
transducers are very stable with high rigidity but are sensitive to environmental 
influences such as base strain and temperature fluctuations. In addition this type 
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of accelerometer is often the largest and heaviest of its family since it requires a 
greater mass due to its sensitivity-to-mass ratio. 
Shear mode accelerometer designs have the piezoelectric elements arranged 
between a central post and a seismic mass. A compression ring encompasses 
the assembly and applies a slight force to ensure rigidity. When accelerated, a 
mass wields a shear stress on the piezoelectric elements and a proportional 
charge is hence produced. This type of transducer has a very high sensitivity-to-
mass ratio and is less susceptible to environmental influences. The unit can be 
quite compact which minimizes its overall mass. In testing sensor mass is very 
important since extra mass can affect the structure through additional loading. 
3.2.3 Charge Mode and Internally Amplified Accelerometers 
The output signal from the piezoelectric accelerometer requires some 
conditioning before it can be read by analysis and acquisition equipment. 
Charge mode accelerometers contain only the sensing element with no extra 
electronics in their housing. Output from this transducer is a high impedance 
electrical charge. The electrical signal travels through a cable to a charge 
amplifier which converts the charge input and outputs a proportional low 
impedance voltage. This type of accelerometer can withstand greater 
environmental changes as well as high temperatures and amplitudes. The 
downfall is the sensitivity of the sensor's output signal to corruption; to mitigate 
this issue low noise cabling should always be utilized. 
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Internally amplified accelerometers contain built-in signal conditioning 
microelectronics. The output signal of the sensor is a low impedance voltage 
which is less sensitive to signal degradation. However, due to the internal 
circuitry the accelerometer is limited to the temperature range capability of the 
built-in electronics. This transducer also has high amplitude limitations since a 
large acceleration could create an electronic charge that is large enough to 
overload the internal circuitry. Additionally these accelerometers require a 
constant voltage to operate. 
3.3 Internal Combustion Engines 
In studying engine vibration signatures it is essential to have a basic 
understanding of the workings of internal combustion engines. These engines 
derive power from the expansion produced by the combustion of fuel and an 
oxidizer within the engine. The work is done when the expanding hot gases 
move parts such as pistons and rotors in a transformation of thermal energy into 
mechanical energy. 
Internal combustion engines are generally used for propulsion but can also be 
used in mechanical drive applications such as pumps and compressors. Engine 
types include reciprocating and rotary engines and turbines along with a variety 
of combustion strategies and cycles with applications ranging from airplanes 
down to lawn-mowers. The focus of this discussion will be on the reciprocating 
four-stroke engine cycle used to power automobiles. 
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3.3.1 Four-Stroke Engine Cycle 
The majority of motor vehicles today have engines which operate on a four-
stroke cycle. These four strokes are known as intake, compression, expansion, 
and exhaust and occur over two rotations of the crankshaft. Both spark ignition 
and compression ignition engines employ this cycle. A simple depiction of the 
four-stroke cycle can be seen below and a brief description of its operation 
follows; this is referenced from Heywood [26] and other sources [2, 27]. 
Intake Compression Expansion Exhaust 
Figure 3.6: The Four-Stroke Operating Cycle [2] 
The intake or induction stroke starts with the piston at top dead centre (TDC) 
when the cylinder volume is at its minimum. At this point in the cycle the piston 
starts its descent with the intake valve open and the exhaust valve closed. As 
the volume of the cylinder increases it creates a vacuum and draws in air. Fuel 
also enters the cylinder at this time either through direct injection or from the 
intake as an air-fuel mixture. As the piston falls the air and fuel continue to mix. 
The stroke ends with the piston at bottom dead centre (BDC) and the intake 
valve closing. 
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In this cycle the second stroke is known as the compression stroke, it begins 
with the piston ascending and thus compressing the air-fuel mixture to a fraction 
of its original volume. Shortly before the piston reaches TDC combustion is 
initiated. The ignition is either instigated by a spark plug firing in spark ignition 
(SI) engines or from autoignition where the fuel spontaneously ignites due to 
compression in Diesel cycle or compression ignition (CI) engines. 
Next the expansion or power stroke occurs following combustion with the piston 
at TDC. The heat and pressure increase due to combustion results in the 
expansion of gases in the cylinder. This pushes the piston to descend as the 
volume of the cylinder is forced to increase. As the piston reaches BDC it is filled 
with the end products of combustion; at this time the exhaust valve opens. 
Finally the four-stroke cycle is concluded with the exhaust stroke. At this stage 
the intake valve remains closed and the exhaust valve is open. The piston 
ascends purging the cylinder of the spent combustion gases through the exhaust 
valve. As the piston reaches TDC the intake valve opens, the exhaust valve 
closes, and the cycle is complete. 
3.3.2 Spark Ignition Engine 
Spark ignition engine refers to an internal combustion engine whose ignition is 
prompted by a spark. The four-stroke spark ignition cycle is often referred to as 
the Otto cycle after its inventor Niklaus Otto [28]. Another identifying attribute is 
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the location of the air and fuel mixing; in SI engines typically the air and fuel are 
combined in a chamber before they are drawn into the cylinder. Gasoline is the 
fuel generally used by this type of engine. 
3.4 Vibration 
Oscillation of a body about a reference position or state of equilibrium is known 
as vibration. The number of waves of this oscillation over a period of one second 
is defined as the frequency and the maximum displacement is called the 
amplitude of the vibration. Vibration of a system is said to be forced if it is 
caused by some mechanical excitation. In the case of engine vibration the 
source is from both the internal combustion and the mechanical motion. The 
frequency content of the vibration is directly related to the mechanical workings 
and the rotational speed and loading of the engine. 
Analytical analysis of the vibration response of an engine is quite complicated 
and can be theoretically realized by computer modeling software. The complex 
system can be broken down into a sum of spring-mass-damper models. 
Consequently the fundamentals of vibration can be understood through a study 
of the simple spring-mass-damper model. 
The vibration system entails the transfer back and forth of potential energy to 
kinetic energy and visa versa. Potential energy is represented by the spring; a 
device which stores mechanical energy. Next the kinetic energy is encompassed 
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by the mass which gains or loses energy in relation to its change in velocity. The 
final piece is the damper which dissipates the energy of the system [29]. 
In this brief overview some of the fundamentals of vibration will be described 
along with the basics of a single-degree of freedom system with damped forced 
vibration. 
3.4.2 Classification of Vibration 
Vibration can be classified in many different ways. In this section the cause and 
limiting factor of vibration will be explained. 
3.4.2.1 Free and Forced Vibration 
Free vibration refers to the resulting vibration from an initial event. The motion of 
the system after the initialization incident is maintained only by the internal 
transfer of forces within the system. Alternatively forced vibration occurs when 
an external force is applied to the system. Often this exciting force is periodic in 
nature and the resulting vibration of the system is equivalent to the forcing 
frequency. 
3.4.2.2 Undamped and Damped Vibration 
A system where the resultant energy from the initial conditions is conserved is 
known as undamped vibration. The energy of the system is continuously 
exchanged between potential and kinetic energy and the vibration will continue 
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indefinitely. This is an idealized case because almost all systems are actually 
damped to some degree. 
When a vibration system loses energy due to friction or some other type of 
resistance it is described as damped. The amount of damping is relative to the 
time it takes for the motion to stop or the energy of the system to be dissipated. 
A system's damping may be large enough to prevent the initial vibration from 
occurring or it may be small and oscillation of the system will continue for a 
period of time. 
The amount of damping is described by the damping ratio (£). In a spring-
mass-damper system it is characterized by 
2mo)n 
Where: c = damping coefficient 
m = mass 
con = undamped natural frequency 
This ratio defines the type of system damping; if it is greater than one it is over-
damped, equal to 1 it is critically damped, and less than one it is under-damped. 
In an over-damped system there is no oscillation of the system and it has a slow 
aperiodic decay as it returns to the equilibrium point but an under-damped 
system has oscillations that diminish over time. The critically-damped system is 
the borderline point between these two cases. 
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Damping can be caused by different types of friction such as: dry friction, fluid 
friction, and internal friction. A special case of fluid friction where the frictional 
force is directly proportional to the speed of the moving body is called viscous 
damping [30]. This type is the most commonly used damping mechanism and 
will be used in the spring-mass-damper system described in the following 
section. 
3.4.3 Forced Vibration System 
The vibrations that arise from an internal combustion engine are classified as 
forced vibration. Combustion in the engine and the ensuing mechanical impacts 
are the excitation force of the vibration. Depicted in Figure 3.7 is a basic spring-
mass-damper model with a single degree of freedom. An overview of the 
governing equations will be presented. 
Figure 3.7: Spring-Mass-Damper System [2] 
A system with a mass of weight m, a damping coefficient c, and a stiffness of k is 
subjected to a periodic force F(t) with magnitude F0 and its governing equation of 
motion is 
mx + cx + kx = F0cos(cot) = F(t) (3.5) 
Fi 
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Where: x = linear displacement with respect to time 
x = linear velocity with respect to time 
x = linear acceleration with respect to time 
co = radian frequency 
The motion of the mass like the forcing function is also harmonic and is 
described as 
x(t) = Xcos(ox-<p) (3.6) 
Where X is the amplitude and </> represents the phase angle of the vibration 
response. Substituting Eq. (3.6) into Eq. (3.5) we arrive at 
- Xmcos(ax - <p) - csin(ox -<p) + k cos(ax -0) = FO cos(ax) (3.7) 
Using trigonometric relations and manipulating the above equation the solution 
gives 
X = F° (3.8) 
*J(k-ma)2)2+(cco)2 
and 
0 = t m - { -£^J ) (3.9) 
\k-mw ) 
This provides the amplitude and phase shift of the resulting vibration. Next 
dividing both the numerator and denominator of Eq. (3.8) by k and substituting 
Eq. (3.8) and Eq. (3.9) with the following 
^=J^<r = 7 r ^ - A = ^ = — (3-10) 
Vm 2mwn k con 
Where: 6st = static deflection 
r= frequency ratio 
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the subsequent equations are obtained 
*, x 






Where Mis the magnification factor, which is the ratio of the dynamic to the static 
motion. 
Expressed in Eq. (3.9) is the phase difference between the forcing function and 
the steady-state response of the system. The frequency response of this system 
with different frequency ratios can be found in Figure 3.8. From this plot it can be 
noted that greater damping is required near the resonant frequency. In most 
systems the resonant frequency is avoided by keeping the natural frequency and 
the forcing frequency far apart. 
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Figure 3.8: Frequency response [2] 
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3.5 Filters 
A filter is a device which obstructs the passage of something, while allowing 
other portions to penetrate through. In this study it is an electronic circuit or its 
digital realization that remove undesired frequency components from an input 
signal [31]. 
Filters can be classified by family and passband. The family outlines the design 
criteria, while the passband denotes the transmitted frequencies. There are four 
fundamental passbands; lowpass, highpass, bandpass and bandstop. These 
filters are depicted in Figure 3.9. Another passband is the allpass filter which 
permits all frequencies to pass but modifies the phase of the output. Some 
common filter families are Butterworth, Chebyshev, Elliptic and Bessel. Each 
possesses distinct specifications in the definition of their transfer function (filtered 
output versus original input). 
Lowpass Highpass Bandpass Bandstop 
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Figure 3.9: Ideal Filters 
3.5.1 Lowpass and Bandpass Filters 
Two filter types used in this research are lowpass and bandpass filters. A 
lowpass filter attenuates high frequencies, while allowing lower frequencies to 
pass through. Utilization of lowpass filters can be found in such applications as 
subwoofers which project low frequency sounds. They are also implemented in 
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radio transmitters where harmonics are removed from the outgoing signal. A 
lowpass filter is called an anti-aliasing filter when it is used to remove high 
frequencies to prevent noise and distortion in a digital signal. 
The bandpass filter only retains frequencies within a certain range; filtering out 
higher and lower frequencies. This filter can also be realized by combining a 
lowpass with a highpass filter. These filters are often used in wireless 
transmitters and receivers because of their limited bandwidth. 
3.5.2 Ideal and Real Filters 
Filters depicted in Figure 3.9 are ideal; this means that the filter has a constant 
gain with full transmission in the passband, complete attenuation in the stopband, 
and no transition band. Ultimately it is impossible to build an ideal filter but by 
creating a high order filter it is possible to approach the desired result. The 
fallout from this is that as the order rises the filter becomes more expensive and 
time delays can be introduced. In the digital realization the downfall is that it 
requires more computational time and can lead to issues such as instability. 
Illustrated in Figure 3.10 is a real lowpass filter. In the design of a filter there are 
different types of criteria to consider; this includes the ripple in the pass and 
























Figure 3.10: Non Ideal Lowpass Filter Characteristics 
3.5.3 Butterworth Filter 
A Butterworth filter also known as a maximally flat filter is one of the basic 
electronic filters [32, 33]. The passband of this filter has a mostly flat response 
with no ripples and a minimal deviation from unit gain. This filter's downfall is the 
slow roll-off to the stopband. The steepness of the decline to the stopband can 
be increased by a higher order implementation but this quickly complicates the 
circuit. To analyze the filter the Laplace transform is used; this tool transforms 
the time data into complex angular frequency data in the s-domain. Poles of the 
filter in the s-domain are equally spaced in the negative half plane. They are 
located n/n radians apart on a half circle of radius cuc; where n is the number of 
poles and coc is the cut-off frequency of the filter. The Butterworth filter is used in 
this study as an anti-aliasing filter in the data acquisition system and is digitally 
realized in the processing of time data. 
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CHAPTER 4 - EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
This chapter delineates the experimental setup, test procedures and equipment 
used for the acquisition of data in this research study. Data was acquired as part 
of ongoing testing at the Ford PERDC in the Essex Engine plant. 
4.1 Test Engines 
The engines surveyed in this investigation consisted of a baseline of 30 engines 
and 3 comparison sets of 6 engines. The baseline engines are 5.4L 3-valve 
Triton engines; these are production engines used in QOS studies. This engine 
model has been in production for over five years with more than 2.5 million 
engines built. Due to the scale of production a large amount of data was 
available for this research. 
Two of the comparison groups, the 4.6L 2-valve and the 6.8L 3-valve Triton are 
also from QOS production engine studies. The final comparison set consists of 
faulted 5.4L 3-valve Triton engines. These engines were either returned from 
dealerships or from the assembly plant. The severity of the faults varies from 
severe to mild. 
4.2 Test Conditions 
Engines were warmed up to normal in-vehicle operating conditions and were 
idled in neutral; a no load condition. This idle speed was generally 600 rpm but 
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varied between engine families with speeds up to 700 rpm. The engine oil 
temperature was controlled by the cooling water to approximately 180 °C and the 
test cell temperature was also regulated to 20 °C. Data from the constant-rpm 
idle conditions was collected in three measurement runs on each engine. 
4.3 Dynamometer and Test Cell 
The engines were setup on a dynamometer test stand using the same 
transmission and mounting brackets that are used in the vehicle. This setup 
allowed for a close representation of the function of the engine without requiring 
the whole vehicle to be tested. Reproduction of in-vehicle conditions and 
repeatability between tests was further aided by the controlled environment of the 
test cell. 
An alternating current dynamometer was used to provide speed and load on the 
engine. In this test the dynamometer was not engaged in the neutral idle 
condition hence other than its relation to the controls of the cell its effect was 
negligible. 
4.3.1 Test Chamber 
Experiments were performed in a semi-anechoic chamber. This type of 
environment allowed for a reduction of noise and vibration from external sources 
and minimization of reverberation. A T-slotted bed plate was used to securely 
mount the engine test stand. The bed plate was attached and levelled to a 
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foundation isolated from the rest of the building structure. This provided rigidity 
and minimized the infiltration of external vibration to the test setup. 
4.3.2 Dynamometer, Test Cell and Engine Controls 
The dynamometer was linked to a controls desk where a Hewlett Packard UNIX 
work station was running Automated Data Acquisition and Control System 
(ADACS) software. This computer system was also connected to the engine via 
a VXI chassis. Together the arrangement controlled and monitored the test cell 
equipment and enabled automated and manual testing for powertrain 
development and examination. A second system running ATI Vision controled 
the powertrain calibration and modified variables of the ECU (electronic control 
unit). This communication utilized a CAN network to interface with the ECU. 
4.4 Sensors 
In this experiment only two types of sensors were used in the acquisition of the 
engine data. A collection of eight accelerometers were installed at various 
locations about the engine for vibration measurement. Also the built in CID 
sensor from the engine was utilized to synchronize the vibration data to the 
engine cycle. 
4.4.1 Accelerometer Locations 
Accelerometer locations were selected to give the best overall view of the 
vibration signature of the engine. Consideration was given to the transmission 
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path of vibration from the valvetrain assembly, piston assembly, and cylinder 
head and bore along with the ease of setup. The positions selected are as 
follows: front and rear cylinder head tabs and block lugs on both left and right 
sides of the engines. In the figure below the transducer locations can be seen. 
Figure 4.1: Accelerometer Mounting Locations 
The mounting surfaces on the engine were smoothed where necessary using 
fine grit sand paper and were cleaned with LPS Electric Contact Cleaner before 
being instrumented. This was done to ensure the uni-directionality and 
repeatability of measurements. 
Two different mounting methods were used on the accelerometers; adhesive and 
magnetic. These methods were chosen to balance ease of installation and 
removal, damage to the engine, and loss of frequency range. 
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Transducers were affixed to the engine using the adhesive method on all of the 
head tabs and non-ferrous block lugs. A cylindrical brass base (9mm in diameter 
and 5 mm thick) fitted with a set screw was adhered to the engine lugs using 
Loctite 404 Quick Set Instant Adhesive. Finally, the accelerometers were 
threaded onto the bases and hand tightened. 
The magnetic mounting method was used only on the blocks that were fabricated 
of cast iron. This is a fast and easy method of mounting but also slightly 
diminishes the dynamic range of the accelerometer due to the force of the 
magnet. 
Surfaces of the installation sites were flat and smooth so as to not affect the 
frequency response. In both mounting methods the bases of the sensors have 
such a nominal mass in comparison to the overall engine that the loss in 
frequency range is considered to be negligible. Also, the rate of acceleration in 
this type of testing is low; with high rates of acceleration these mounting methods 
would suffer from a diminished frequency range. 
4.4.2 Cylinder Indicator 
The output signal of the CID sensor was obtained to allow for subsequent angle 
domain analysis. Connected to the camshaft this sensor was used to identify 
when cylinder one was approaching top dead centre (TDC) of the power stroke. 
Acquisition of this signal was also useful in the monitoring of engine speed. The 
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output of this signal was either a sinusoidal type wave or a square wave 
dependant on the engine family being tested. 
In most engines the CID sensor is located on the front of the cylinder head as 
can be seen in Figure 4.1. The 3-valve engines contain two CID sensors; in this 
experiment the signal was collected only from the sensor on the odd/right bank of 
the engine. The other engines in this study have only a single sensor. Output 
from the CID was acquired by splitting the signal between the engine wiring 
harness and the data acquisition system. 
4.5 Data Acquisition System 
Analog signals originating from the accelerometers on the engine and the CID 
sensor were converted to a digital signal by the Prosig 5600 data acquisition unit. 
The digital output of the system was connected to a laptop where the incoming 
data was monitored and stored upon acquisition. 
This data acquisition unit features 16 input channels with the ability to expand to 
64 channels. It has an input range of ±10V, a sampling rate of up to 100 kHz per 
channel, and 16-bit ADC resolution. A Windows based laptop computer was 
used for controlling the setup and acquisition of the data and communicated with 
the acquisition unit through the parallel port connection. Further specifications of 
this system can be found in Appendix A. This system was chosen for its 
portability, ease of setup, minimal processing time and other previously 
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discussed system attributes. A complete test setup including the acquisition 
system can be seen in Figure 4.2. 
Figure 4.2: Engine Test Setup 
4.6 Instrumentation 
The engine vibration data for this study was collected using accelerometers and 
their accessories. In the following section an overview of each component will be 
discussed. Specifications for this equipment can be found in Appendix A. 
4.6.1 Briiel & Kjser Type 4366 Charge Accelerometer 
This is a piezoelectric, charge mode, DeltaShear accelerometer. A charge 
amplifier is required to extract the output signal from the transducer. It is 
relatively insensitive to temperature, highly receptive, and very durable. Due to a 
high impedance output it requires the use of low noise cables. The DeltaShear is 
comprised of three piezoelectric elements in the formation of a triangle which are 
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surrounded by three masses. This arrangement is held together by a clamping 
ring. The masses convey the incoming vibration from the base through to the 
piezoelectric elements outputting a high impedance electric charge proportional 
to the input force. This type of accelerometer was used because of its ability to 
withstand the high temperatures near the exhaust manifold. 
4.6.2 Briiel & Kjeer Type 5974 8-Channel Charge Amplifier 
The piezoelectric charge mode accelerometers feed their signal into the charge 
amplifier. Subsequently the charge amplifier converts the charge from the 
transducer to an output voltage. The system works as an inverting amplifier with 
the use of a high gain operational amplifier. This low noise amplifier has 
individual settings for transducer sensitivity and has a wide frequency range. In 
this study the low-pass filter was turned off, the high-pass filter set to 0.3, and the 
input sensitivity adjusted to10 pC/m/s2. 
4.6.3 Briiel & Kjasr Type 2635 Charge Amplifier 
This charge amplifier was used in the same manner as the type 5974. It is 
intended for use in vibration measurement with piezoelectric accelerometers. As 
an extra system it was only used if additional input channels were required and it 
also served as a backup when channels failed on the type 5974 charge amplifier. 
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4.6.4 Bruel & Kjser Type 4294 Calibration Exciter 
In the verification of accelerometers this instrument provided a reference 
vibration level. A controlled oscillation of 159.15 Hz at 10 m/s2 was supplied by 
this compact battery operated vibration source. Each accelerometer was 
threaded onto the calibrator with a 10-32 UNF stud and a quick check of the 
output function in comparison to the calibration was performed. 
4.6.5 Cable Assemblies 
The cables used with the accelerometers were low-noise 10-32 coaxial cables. 
Standard BNC cables were used to connect the charge amplifier and the CID to 
the data acquisition system. Cable lengths were minimized with the 
accelerometer and CID cables being 10 ft in length and the remaining BNC 
cables having a length of 3 ft. This minimization was employed to diminish and 
when possible eliminate effects on the frequency response and the introduction 
of noise and distortion into the signal. 
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CHAPTER 5 - DATA ANALYSIS METHODS 
After the engine vibration data is collected it must subsequently be analyzed. In 
this study the focus is on the variability between engines. A multitude of 
techniques are available to aid in the investigation of variability. The domain of 
the analysis and the mode of transformation between domains is another factor 
for consideration. With engine vibration data it is quite common to transform the 
acquired time domain data into the angle or frequency domain. This chapter 
describes the mathematical computation methods used in this research. 
5.1 Descriptive Statistics 
Descriptive statistics refers to the basic statistical procedures used to summarize 
and simplify data [2]. In general, these measures are used in the presentation of 
data through graphs, figures and tables. Mathematical implementations of these 
methods are included as part of the calculation of other measurement 
techniques. 
5.1.1 Mean 
The arithmetic mean or standard average is a common statistical analysis tool 
which is used through out this study. A mathematical average of a set of data is 
known as the mean. It is found by summing all the numbers in a set and dividing 
by the size of the array (n). 
i « i 
* = - £ * , =-(*,+••• + *„) (5.1] 
n ,=1 n 
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In the indication of central tendency this is the most common method used. This 
approach is not to be used if the data has skewed or uneven distribution or if it 
contains outliers; since these can lead to false interpretation of results. 
5.1.2 Standard Deviation 
A statistical measure of dispersion or variation of a data set from its mean is 
measured by the standard deviation. It is derived by taking the square root of the 
variance; where the variance measures the average squared difference between 




The standard deviation is a measure of the scatter of values in a data set and its 
units are the same as the mean and that of the data set. A large value indicates 
that data points are fairly removed from the mean whereas a small standard 
deviation denotes that the data points are clustered together. In this study the 
standard deviation was used to measure the variation of the modeling results. 
5.1.3 Coefficient of Variation 
From the coefficient of variation a measure of repeatability of a sample can be 
attained. This measure of dispersion is the ratio of the standard deviation to 
mean of the sample set. 
c v = ? (5.3) 
x 
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In this study it was used to measure the degree of variation between processing 
methods. 
5.2 Least Squares 
The least squares method is a mathematical optimization technique used to 
obtain the best estimates of unknown coefficients. Through the minimization of 
the sum of the square residuals this linear regression procedure determines the 
estimated value of the coefficients. The calculated residual or error £, is the 
difference between the observed value and the value predicted by the model. 
£t=Yt-Yt (5-4) 
Minimization of the sum of the squared deviations between the data and the 




Regression of the system is used to evaluate the relationship between multiple 
variables to produce a single equation. The least-squared analysis is considered 
to be a linear regression method because it is a linear function of its parameters. 
A linear model is defined by a series of equations which are simultaneously 
solved to estimate the best fitted coefficients as in the following matrix equation. 
1 x2l x3l 
*• X22 X32 













One of the most commonly used regression methods for solving overdetermined 
equations is the least squares method. The results of this method are 
considered to be a maximum-likelihood estimate of the coefficients. It is often 
used in curve fitting for interpolation, extrapolation, and smoothing of data. 
5.3 Detrend 
The dc-offset of the system is the offset of the signal from zero and is generally 
undesirable. To reduce a steady-state time series to a zero-mean the series 
average is subtracted from each sample. In other words the constant offset or 
linear trend is removed, which results in a time-series centered about zero. The 
formal equation for this detrending technique is 
ydetW =y[n]~y (5.7) 
This technique also removes discrepancies in the frequency domain, most 
prominently the asymmetry at 0 Hz. 
5.4 Variability Analysis 
Variability analysis is a tool used to measure statistical dispersion or correlation. 
In this study it was used to find how similar the vibration signature was from 
engine to engine. The analysis of variability in this study began with finding the 
average value for each coefficient or analysis point. This is done as follows 
co=4i>? (5-8) 
With E being the number of engines utilized in the study. Summing the analysis 
points from each set of engine data and dividing by the number of engines 
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determines the average value c0. The number of coefficients is dependant on 
the method being utilized with some methods comparing each data point, while 
others simply compare calculated coefficients. A matrix multiplication is used as 
a straightforward method to find the average values as in the following equation. 
= [c0 q ••• cN] (5.9) 
The difference between the average value and the analysis point is the 










This radius gives the shortest distance in Euclidean space, 9tn with the 
dimension of the space defined by the number of analysis points, N. 
The above calculations are only good for a single accelerometer. If the entire 
range of 8 accelerometers is to be analyzed each of the corresponding 
coefficients must be grouped together. 
= k i c u ••• cNfi] (5.11) 
Next the radius is calculated for each: 





















The determined radii of each engine results in a real number; the larger the 
number the further the data is from the mean, while a lower number denotes 
greater similarity to the average. 
5.5 Angle Domain 
This analysis method involves transforming a time domain series into the angle 
domain. In this study this was easily done because the measurement was 
collected from a rotating machine; an SI engine. An example of the time domain 
vibration signal and its transform into the angle domain can be seen in Figures 
5.1 and 5.2. 
1 1.5 2 
time (s) 
Figure 5.1: Raw Time Domain Vibration Signal 
x 10 
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Figure 5.2: Transformed Angle Domain Vibration Signal 
The vibration signal is directly related to the engine parts and hence if the speed 
of the engine varies the vibration signal will also vary correspondingly. At idle the 
engine may seem to be at a constant speed but slight variations in speed are a 
frequent occurrence. By tracking the CID signal the angle of the crankshaft can 
be discerned. Combining this information with the time data series the 
information is resampled into the angle domain. 
5.5.1 Angle Domain Average 
Finding the angle domain average or cycle average is accomplished through the 
determination of the mean of respective points from each cycle. Angle domain 
data is separated into cycles and each corresponding term is averaged. This 
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results in a single cycle which is a general representation of the overall data 
series. 
xp=\-f,xkp,p = l,2X...S (5.13) 
N k=l 
Where p = Sample Index 
K= Cycle Index 
S = Samples per Cycle 
N= Number of cycles 
xp = pth average value. 
An example of the angle domain average can be seen below; this single cycle 
series is calculated from the same data used in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. 
T 1 T 1 1 
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Figure 5.3: Single Cycle Angle Domain Average Vibration Signal 
This method of analysis is an effective way of monitoring cyclical or periodic 
events. Furthermore a transient or random event and noise are generally 
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eliminated due to the averaging over the cycles. In this study 30 cycles are 
averaged to produce the single cycle angle domain average vibration signal. 
5.6 Frequency Domain Analysis 
Time domain data can only give a limited view of vibration. The frequency 
domain provides a description of periodicity and frequency content of the time 
domain signal. Many methods are best suited to analysis in the frequency 
domain and the frequency characteristics key to vibration analysis can only be 
found in this realm. The methods used in this research's time to frequency 
domain transformations and the analysis techniques utilizing the frequency data 
are discussed in this section. 
5.6.1 Fourier Analysis 
Frequency domain analysis is based on Fourier methods and tools. Fourier 
analysis is based on the concept that every signal can be decomposed into a 
sum of sinusoids. This tool is widely used and its applications range throughout 
the scientific community. In vibration monitoring and diagnosis of rotating 
machinery it is an invaluable tool. An expected frequency content and amplitude 
of an engine can be found with deviations denoting a possible problem in the 
engine. Fourier analysis is used in the majority of the analysis techniques used 
in this study. 
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5.6.1.1 Fourier Series 
The Fourier series is used to decompose a periodic signal into its periodic 
components. It is a linear combination of harmonics of the fundamental 
frequency fQ of the periodic signal xp(t) and its multiples kf0. The coefficients of 
this series are the least squares fit to original signal. There are three key forms 
of the Fourier series: trigonometric, polar, and exponential. 
The trigonometric form of the Fourier series is the sum of the sines and cosines 
at multiples of the fundamental frequency with the dc offset represented by a0. 
xp(t) = a0 + f > , cos(2nkf0t) + bk &m(2rif0t) (5.14) 
k=l 
In the polar form of the series the trigonometric series combines coefficients into 
magnitude and phase. 
ckZ0k=ak-jbk (5.15) 
xp{t) = c0+YdckcosVMf0t + ek) (5.16) 
k=\ 
From this evaluation form it is apparent that the periodic signal is made up of 
multiple sinusoidal components each with their own amplitude, phase difference, 
and frequency. 
Using complex conjugates of the sine and cosine pairs the exponential form of 
the Fourier series is found. 






Fourier series coefficients can be established over a single period since each 
period is identical. A frequency spectrum or amplitude spectrum of X[k]\s a 
series of discrete values at harmonics of the fundamental frequency. The 
exponential Fourier series coefficients X[k]are related to the periodic signal by 
the following expression 
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X[k] = - \x(i)e-i2mdt (5.20) 
-T/2 
These three equivalent forms of the Fourier series only describe completely 
periodic signals. However, the Fourier series is the building block in the 
relationship between the periodic and aperiodic signals. 
5.6.1.2 Fourier Transform 
The Fourier transform is a mathematical formula that provides a frequency 
domain description of a continuous time domain signal. A frequency domain 
transform depicts both the frequency amplitude and the phase of the time signal. 
In the representation of a periodic signal evaluation limits are generally one 
period in length. To encompass aperiodic signals the length of the period is 
infinitely increased. By increasing the period the harmonic spacing approaches 
zero and the frequency spectrum becomes continuous. The Fourier transform is 
as follows 
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X(f)= \x(t)e~J2*dt (5.21) 
Where the inverse Fourier transform is 
x(t)=]x(f)ei2^df (5.22) 
This transform pair describes the relationship between the frequency domain and 
time domain representation of any continuous-time signal. 
5.6.1.3 Fourier Transform of Discrete-Time Signals 
A discrete time signal arises from the sampling of a continuous signal. The 
sampled or discrete signal, while still related to its parent signal becomes an 
ordered sequence of quantities equally spaced in frequency. When transformed 
into the frequency domain the sampled signal becomes continuous and periodic. 







A relationship between periodicity in one domain and sampling in the other is 
held by the Fourier series and the discrete Fourier transform. This implies that if 
a signal is discrete and periodic in one domain than it should also be discrete and 
periodic in the other domain [32]. 
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The transformation in this case of Fourier analysis requires an infinite number of 
iterations to synthesize a signal if it is aperiodic. Since computers can only 
process information that is discrete and finite computation of this algorithm in 
digital signal processing is impossible. 
5.6.1.4 Discrete Fourier Transform 
The data in this study was of finite duration. Another kind of Fourier analysis is 
required to analyze this type of data which is called the discrete Fourier 
transform. An input signal and the resulting transform are sampled in both the 
time and frequency domain with an N point time domain signal transforming into 
an N point frequency domain signal. The DFT and its inverse are written as 
X[k] = Yjx[n]e~
 N ,k = 0,1,2,...,N-1 (5.25) 
and 
i N-\ _j2mk_ 
x[n] = —YjX[k]e~
 N ,n = 0,1,2,...,N-1 (5.26) 
Results of the DFT give a set of N equations for each data sample or N2 
arithmetical operations. Where data has both periodic and aperiodic parts the 
number of samples required to encapsulate the significant values demands a 
prolonged duration of the captured signal. The number of samples is therefore 
quite substantial and the calculation of the transformation computationally 
intensive. For this reason algorithms have been formulated to reduce the 
number of multiplications. 
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5.6.1.5 Fast Fourier Transform 
Computationally efficient algorithms to obtain the DFT are known as the fast 
Fourier transform. These methods use far less calculations thus reducing the 
computation time. The algorithm reduces the DFT into many smaller-sized 
DFTs. There are two types of methods: decimation in time and decimation in 
frequency. 
The FFT was discovered more than a century ago but for practical purposes was 
never used. With the dawning of the age of the computer the tool required to 
realize the algorithm arrived. Today the FFT is one of the most common 
algorithms used in digital signal processing and can reduce more than a 
hundredfold the computation time of the DFT. 
An example of the reduction of computation can be seen in the total number of 
multiplications: the DFT requires A/2 and the FFT entails only 0.5Nlog2N. From 
this it can be seen that with a short duration of samples the computational 
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Figure 5.4: FFT of a Vibration Signal 
5.6.2 Discrete Cosine Transform 
The discrete cosine transform is similar to the discrete Fourier transform but uses 
only real numbers. A Fourier transform uses a summation of sine and cosine 
waves to represent a signal whereas the discrete cosine transform only uses 
cosine waves. The DCT transforms a finite sequence by creating a periodic and 
symmetric sequence from which the original data can easily be recovered. 
There are multiple ways to do this hence there are multiple variations of the 
discrete cosine transform. Different methods of calculating the DCT are defined 
by the symmetry about its endpoints and half sample points. The version known 
as DCT-II (or just DCT) is the most common and is the one used in this study. 








1 ̂  
n + -
V 2 
Jfc = 0 N-l (5.27) 
J) 
It has even symmetry about the half sample points and at k=0 and is odd when 
/c=/V-1. The resulting transform is a real and even sequence with only half the 
terms of its DFT counterpart. Another difference from the DFT is that the DCT's 
power is concentrated in its lower frequencies. 
The inverse DCT is 
*M = T7^fi[k]XDCT_n[k]cos 
/3[k\ = 
'j&( 1 
— n + -
N{ 2 
k = 0 
w 
,n = 0,...,N-l 
1, Jc = l,...,N-l 
(5.28) 
(5.29) 
Figure 5.5: DCT of a Vibration Signal 
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5.6.3 Normalization 
The purpose of normalization is to create a non-dimensional ratio. This allows 
for easy comparison of data sets by removing variability and hence allowing the 
characteristics of the system to be compared. The normalization of data in this 
study is calculated by 
ynorm[n\ = — (5-30) 
x 
max 
In the frequency domain the normalization should be implemented because the 
FFT is dependant upon not only the input amplitude but also the length of the 
series. It was not necessary in this research to use normalization since the data 
sets under study were of equal length and sampling frequency. 
5.6.4 Moving Average Model 
A MA model is a feedforward or non-recursive model. To calculate the output of 
the system a weighted sum of the current and past input values is utilized. A 
discrete time representation of a moving average is 
y[n] = i> t 4*-*] (5-31) 
Jt=0 
The name of the model is derived from its defining equation; the output of the 
model is directly related to the weighted sum or moving average of the input 
terms. Coefficients of the MA are ak and the order or length of the system is 
given by N. Model order indicates the number of concurrent input terms that are 
incorporated in the system. 
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To build the model a z-transform is implemented. The resulting transfer function 
of the moving average is 
IV 
H(z) = ^akz~
k =a0 + alz~
1 +a2z~
2 +... + aNz~
N (5.32) 
k=0 
A block diagram of this system is illustrated below. 




Figure 5.6: Block Diagram of the Moving Average Model 
This model is quite stable because the poles are all located at the origin. Further 
to this the model contains only zeros and is hence defined as a finite impulse 
response (FIR). This means an impulse inputted into the system will result in a 
response of finite duration. In other words the output of the system is dependant 
only on the current input and a limited number of the preceding input samples. 
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To compare the data to the proposed model we must use a Fourier 
representation of the transfer function. The discrete time Fourier transform can 
be found by evaluating z on the unit circle. 
z = eico (5.33) 
From the substitution of Eq. (5.33) into Eq. (5.32) the following transfer function is 
obtained 
H(eJa) = X ake
iaa =a0 + ap^ + a^"
27 +... + aNe-
jcoNT (5.34) 
*=o 
Up to this point the MA model has been depicted as ideal, where the output of 
the system is accurately represented by the moving average coefficients. In this 
study the coefficients are optimized to produce an output that is as close as 
possible to the input sequence. The error or difference between the input and 
output is minimized through the use of the least-squares regression of the MA 
coefficients. 
5.6.5 Autoregressive Model 
An autoregressive model is a type of feedback or recursive filter which is used as 
a linear prediction formula. The system has a memory of its past output values 
along with the present value of the input. This model depicts a time series as a 
linear function of its past values. 
M 
Coefficients of autoregression are bp and the order or length of the system is 
denoted by M. The order of the model denotes how many lagged past values 
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are included in the model. An estimation of the current term is formulated from a 
weighted sum of previous terms; these weights are the coefficients of the model. 
To realize the model a z-transform is utilized. The resulting transfer function is: 
M i i 
Where £^=1. 
•bMz 
The block diagram of this system is illustrated below. 





Figure 5.7: Block Diagram of the Autoregressive Model 
This model has only poles and no zeros, which makes it a type of infinite impulse 
response filter (MR). As a result if the incoming data consists of a single impulse 
the response will carry forward for an infinite duration. This portends that every 
sample of input data will affect all the proceeding output samples. 
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For analysis purposes the z-transform of the sequence is converted to the 
Fourier transform as follows 
M 1 1 
H{e'tt) = 5 V1^ = V h bf-W + b2e-
J"2T +... + bMe-
jaMT (5"3?) 
To ensure stability of the system the poles of the model are limited to the real half 
of the unit circle. 
The equations above portray the AR Model in an idealized situation where the 
input is perfectly denoted by the autoregressive coefficients. These equations in 
most cases include an error or residual term. In finding the optimized coefficients 
of the model this residual term is minimized. To estimate the coefficients in this 
research the least-squares regression was implemented. 
5.6.6 Autoregressive Moving Average Model 
The autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model combines both the AR and 
MA models. This system amalgamates the weighted sum of the past and 
present input values and its own past output values to formulate the current 
output of the model. The time domain difference equation of the ARMA model is 
described by: 






Where the order of the AR part is M with coefficients bp and the order of the MA 
part is N with coefficients aw. 
Again the model is transformed into the z-domain which generates the 
subsequent transfer function 
H(z) = 
7 J k ^ -1 - 2 -N 
td{ _a0+glz +a2z +... + aNz 





The corresponding block diagram of the system is depicted in the following 
figure. 
x[n] . . • J > *(%) $(£} 
-l 
B> 




Figure 5.8: Block Diagram of an Autoregressive Moving Average Model 
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This model contains both recursive and non-recursive parts and is considered to 
be an MR filter. There are both poles and zeros included in the system hence 
lagging terms from both the input data and the output data are integrated 
because of the amalgamation of the AR and MA models. 
The Fourier transform representation of z-domain equation is required for 
computation of the parameters and is defined as: 
N 
Yae'jwkT 
fj(pi<°\—M) = 0 l
e a2e -r...-ruNe -(. . . . 
Ybe-JwpT bo+b\e +b?.e +... + bMe
J 
p=0 
This model exhibits a greater versatility than both the AR and MA models alone. 
It requires the least number of coefficients and hence less computation and time. 
The same rules apply to ensure stability of the system where the poles of the 
model are limited to the real half of the unit circle as in the AR model. To find a 
best fit of the coefficients to the model the least-squares regression is again used 
to minimize the error term. 
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CHAPTER 6 - RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Results of the data analysis are presented and discussed in this chapter. Eleven 
separate methods were used in the investigation of raw and filtered data. The 
groups of engines examined were the 30 baseline QOS 5.4L 3V engines and the 
three comparison groups: faulted 5.4L 3V, QOS 4.6L 2V and QOS 6.8L 3V 
engines. Variability in the four groups was studied along with the correlations 
between the comparison groups and the baseline. The findings presented in this 
section are only a selected portion gathered from this experiment. A complete 
set of results can be found in the appendices along with graphs depicting each 
analysis method. 
6.1 Raw Data 
The original data was used as part of the analysis process. Like the current Ford 
post-processing procedure the results of the experiment were not filtered. This 
meant that the data could include aliasing and vital information may perhaps be 
lost as was discussed in Chapter 3. Another issue was that the measurement 
transducer's amplitude response frequency limitations were well below that of the 
sampling rate. All of this considered the losses were judged to be a null point 
since each test was prone to the same issues. 
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6.2 Filter Data 
The analysis methods were also carried out using filtered data from the original 
series. This filtration process provided results which included only the 3 to 6000 
Hz range. A description of the grounds behind the selection of the range of 
interest can be found in Appendix G. 
Two different techniques were employed in the filtering of the data. In the 
frequency domain analysis an elimination process was utilized whereby all but 
the frequency range of interest was discarded. A significantly smaller data series 
than the original was created from the data; these results provided a reasonable 
rate of compression for ease of storage. The second method of filtration was 
applied in the angle domain analysis methods. In the Ford Processing and 
Resampling Utility a built-in 6th order Butterworth filter rendered the filtered data 
results. 
6.3 Angle Domain 
Transforming the time domain data into the angle domain provided a method 
whereby the data could be synchronized to the cycle of the engine. This 
approach also supplied a means of identifying outliers. In Figure 6.1 the 
comparison of the baseline average to a faulted engine is depicted. This visually 
displays how the deviations from the norm can be identified. 
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Degree x 1 Q 4 
Figure 6.1: Angle Domain - Comparison of a Faulted 5.4L 3V Engine to the 
Baseline Average 
From the computation a slight reduction in data was obtained but the decrease 
was considered too minimal to be useful. On the whole this method was an 
effective tool in the vibration analysis process but other techniques in this study 
provided superior results. 
6.4 Cycle Average 
The cycle average was used in the current 'Prosig Test' analysis procedure. 
Results of the cycle average provided a significant reduction in the size of the 
data, in most cases the data experienced at least a thirty-to-one compression 
ratio. Since this is an averaging process transient problems are often minimized 
and not apparent in the end results. A study of the variance in this case would 
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be a viable alternative. The cycle average process was able to identify major 
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Figure 6.2: Filtered Angle Domain Cycle Average - Comparison of a Faulted 5.4L 
3V Engine to the Baseline Average 
From this analysis a significant reduction in data was obtained; the data was 
stored in this form to alleviate the extra calculation due to the time to angle 
domain conversion and the averaging process. The current Ford analysis 
process utilizes the cycle average data and the computation time from the raw 
data is significant enough to necessitate the extra storage of data. Overall this 
method was improved by the filtering process. 
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6.5 Fast Fourier Transform 
A glimpse of the frequency content of the vibration signature was provided by the 
fast Fourier transform. In this study the best overall results were obtained from 
this technique. The trend of the frequency signature of the baseline engines was 
captured by way of this analysis process. From Figure 6.3 it is quite evident that 
the baseline average is a good representation of the frequency content of the 
5.4L 3V engine. A notable deviation from this average will cause faulted or 
outlying engines to easily standout. The filtered version of this method does not 
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Figure 6.3: Filtered FFT - Comparison of a 5.4L 3V Engine to the Baseline 
Average 
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6.6 Discrete Cosine Transform 
Findings derived from the discrete cosine transform were similar to that of the 
FFT. These methods are closely related hence parallel results were expected. 
In this study the analysis technique was only second to the FFT by a small 
margin. An example of the DCT of a series and its comparison to the baseline 
















Figure 6.4: DCT - Comparison of a 5.4L 3V Engine to the Baseline Average 
Drawbacks of the DCT implementation were the same as the FFT when the 3 to 
6000 Hz filter is implemented. Due to the nature of the DCT the majority of the 
energy is concentrated at the lower frequencies. Filtering of the data using a 
wider filtered range could provide enhanced results. 
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6.7 Moving Average 
The moving average model presented some of the best results for variability 
analysis and fault detection. This method compressed the data into 20 
coefficients that represented the whole frequency signature. An example of the 
results can be found in Figure 6.5. The FFT of the vibration signature is overlaid 
with Y[F] which is the modeled output of the FFT, this is compared with Yavg[F] of 
the baseline average model. A basic outline of the FFT is depicted by the model 
with surprising accuracy. As the number of coefficients rises the precision of the 






Figure 6.5: MA - Comparison of a Faulted 5.4L 3V Engine to the Baseline 
Average 
This analysis method does not provide as accurate results as the FFT but this 
could be improved with a greater amount of coefficients. The downfall of this tool 
is the computation time involved. In comparison to the other techniques the 
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predictive models duration of analysis was more than a hundredfold times that of 
the others evaluated in this study. The simple calculation of the 20 coefficients 
for the baseline engine took days in contrast to the minutes the other techniques 
required. Further details on the duration of computation time in comparison to 
the results can be found in Appendix F. 
6.8 Autoregressive Moving Average 
Results similar to that of the moving average were achieved by the auto-
regressive moving average. This method was limited in accuracy due to the fact 
that only 10 coefficients were used; 5 from both the MA and AR portions. The 
deficiency was apparent when the data was plotted as seen in Figure 6.6. Here 
the model output Y[F] is close to the outline of the FFT but the baseline average 
Yavg[F] does not provide any useful data other than to depict the locations of the 
expected peak amplitudes. The computation time of this method was also similar 





Figure 6.6: ARMA - Comparison of a 5.4L 3V Engine to the Baseline Average 
6.9 Detrend 
In the detrending process the dc offset was removed. The outcome of this 
process provided slightly improved results in the angle domain analysis of the 
original data although no change was found when it was used with the filtered 
results. In this study the data had a limited amount of dc offset but in practice it 
is not an uncommon occurrence. The offset can be caused by grounding 
problems or noise due to the equipment. At times these issues cannot be 
avoided and with the current Ford procedure this data cannot be used and is 
often discarded. By removing the dc-offset of all data more accurate results can 
be found with less data discarded. 
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6.10 Frequency Domain Normalization 
The normalization procedure implemented in this project did not provide an 
accurate non-dimensional comparison ratio. Many of the scrutinized data series 
had extremely high amplitudes in the low frequency range. An example of two 
similar data series which contained isolated peak amplitudes that were 
significantly different can be seen in Figure 6.7 and 6.8. In this case the result of 
normalization does not provide viable comparison data. The filtered data 
supplied a more consistent normalization ratio but was often still determined by 
the lower frequency spikes. To provide a more suitable comparison of the data a 
different normalization method should be used. 
X2JFI 
Max X1 = 36240 
Max X2 = 2023 







Figure 6.8: Normalization of Two Similar Frequency Series with Significantly 
Different Maximum Amplitudes 
When looking at the maximum amplitude in the 2 to 15 kHz range it was found 
that even when comparing an average engine to that of the worst faulted engine 
the maximum amplitudes were only two-fold apart. This detail leads to a 
question of the necessity of normalization of this type of data. 
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CHAPTER 7 - CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The following conclusions were reached on the basis of the analyses performed 
on this study's engine idle vibration data. 
1. The FFT analysis technique provided the best overall results in the 
analysis of variability between engines and identification of outliers. It 
had a coefficient of variance of 0.1 and was able to distinguish major 
and minor deviations from the baseline. 
2. On the whole the DCT and the angle domain analysis offered 
adequate results in the study of variation and recognition of faults. 
3. The MA and ARMA models gave an excellent representation of the 
data with a limited number of coefficients. This technique however 
was computationally too intense to provide a beneficial solution. 
4. In the angle domain improved results can be obtained by detrending 
the data to remove the dc-offset. This process removes noise from the 
system and provides a more accurate representation of the vibration 
signature. 
5. The normalization process in this study gave erratic results. Due to the 
similarity of frequency amplitudes this extra step was deemed 
unnecessary. 
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The following recommendations are provided for the Ford PERDC team and 
those wishing to further investigate the analysis techniques examined in this 
thesis. 
1. Expanding on the Ford's current investigation process using the cycle 
variance with the processes used in this study could provide a viable 
QOS procedure. 
2. Including microphones as part of the testing procedure will present a 
better overview since the vibration sensors are limited to their 
mounted locations. The microphones would supply a comparison of 
the audible deviations which are of vital importance. 
3. Additional accelerometers on the main bearings and on each side of 
the cylinder head would improve analysis of the engine's internal 
workings. 
4. Further research should be done on the MA and ARMA models. 
These methods have the potential to provide extremely compressed 
data that accurately represents the vibration signature. 
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A. EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS 






Internal Storage Capacity 
Resolution 
Overall Accuracy (at gain < 1000) 
Sensitivity (gain = 1) 
Sensitivity (gain = 1000) 













Control (from PC) 
Unit 
Channels 
kHz per Channel 






















±10 to ±0.00125 
10 
High Speed Serial 
Direct Voltage and 
ICP 
1 to 8000 
48 
16 
Up to 10 
30 
24 
0 to + 40 
80% 
3 
Mouse and Keyboard 
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Table A.2: Specifications for the Bruel & Kjasr Type 4366 Charge Accelerometer 
Briiel & Kjaer 





Frequency Range - 1 0 % 
Capacitance 
Max. Transverse Sensitivity 
Piezoelectric Material 
Construction 
Temperature Transient Sensitivity 
Magnetic Sensitivity (50Hz to 0.03T) 
Acoustic Sensitivity (154 dB SPL) 
Minimum Leakage Resistance at 20°C 
Ambient Temperature Range 
Maximum Operational Shock (Peak) 
Maximum Continuous Sinusoidal Acceleration 























5 ± 2% 
50 ± 2% 
4 ± 2% 


















Table A.3: Specifications for the Bruel & Kjaer Type 5974 8-Channel Charge 
Amplifier 
Bruel & Kjaer 






Input Sensitivity (± 0.2 dB) 
High-pass Filters (-1 dB) 
Low-pass Filters (-1 dB) 
Integrator Gain - Velocity for 0 dB 
Integrator Gain - Displacement for 0 dB 
Integrator Lower Limiting Frequency 
Fixed Out Calibration 
Output Impedance 
Output Impedance with semi-floating output 
Maximum Output Level 
Overload Level 
Channel Separation at 10 kHz 
Output Noise (0.3 Hz to 22 kHz) 





pC/ ms"2 (30 dB gain) 
pC/ ms'2 (20 dB gain) 
pC/ms"2(10dBgain) 












uV (0 dB gain) 
uV(+10dBgain) 
uV (+20 dB gain) 











0.3, 1,3, or 10 

















Table A.4 Specifications for the Bruel & Kjaer Type 2635 Charge Amplifier 
Bruel & Kjaer 










Maximum Output Voltage 
Maximum Output Current 
Output Impedance 
DC Offset 
Frequency Range Acceleration 
Frequency Range Velocity 
Frequency Range Displacement 
Low-Pass Filter - Switchable 
Inherent Noise 
Rise Time 






















0.1 to 10.99 
0.1 to 10000 
0.1 to 1000 
0.01 to 100 






0.2 or 2 to 105 
1 or 10 to 10000 
1 or 10 to 1000 




-10 to 55 
Table A.5 Specifications for the Bruel & KjeerType 4294 Calibration Exciter 
Bruel & Kjaer 
Type 4294 Calibration Exciter 
Specifications 
Frequency 
Acceleration (± 3%) 
Velocity (± 3%) 
Displacement (± 3%) 
Transverse Amplitude 




Temperature Range (± 3%) 
Temperature Range (± 5%) 
































B. SINGLE ACCELEROMETER GRAPHS 
The plots in this appendix are examples of the implementation of different 
analysis methods on a single accelerometer. Results are overlaid with the 
average baseline data from the same accelerometer location. The single 
accelerometer data was gathered from Engine 19 of the baseline and is 
compared with the baseline data that was summarized from the thirty QOS 5.4L 
3V engines. Data was acquired from the right front cylinder head (Head RF) 
position. 
In the plots of the modeled data the FFT was first plotted and was then overlaid 




Figure B.1: Angle Domain Cycle Average - Comparison of a 5.4L 3V Engine to 








Figure B.2: Angle Domain - Comparison of a 5.4L 3V Engine to the Baseline 
Average 











Figure B.3: Detrended Angle Domain - Comparison of a 5.4L 3V Engine to the 
Baseline Average 
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Figure B.12: Filtered Angle Domain Cycle Average - Comparison of a 5.4L 3V 
Engine to the Baseline Average 
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Figure B.14: Filtered Detrended Angle Domain - Comparison of a 5.4L 3V Engine 
to the Baseline Average 
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Figure B.16: Filtered Normalized FFT - Comparison of a 5.4L 3V Engine to the 
Baseline Average 
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Figure B.22: Filtered Normalized ARMA - Comparison of a 5.4L 3V Engine to the 
Baseline Average 
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C. BASELINE RESULTS 
The data summarized in this appendix is the baseline data which consists of 
thirty QOS 5.4L 3V engines. Each table provides the radius of variability of each 
accelerometer from the average using the different analysis methods. Both raw 
and filtered data were examined using the multiple investigational techniques. A 
bandpass filter was used to focus the frequency range to between 3 Hz and 6000 
Hz in the filtered data. 
The coefficient of variation was calculated from the average and standard 
deviation derived from the thirty engines. This number is unitless and allows the 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table C.3: Detrended Angle Domain - Baseline Calculation Summary 
Overall Accel 1 Accel 2 Accel 3 Accel 4 Accel 5 Accel 6 Accel 7 Accel 8 
Enginel 480.3177 138.8262 126.88181 127.29071 136.0589 219.6619 220.9923 187.8544 168.0482 
Engine2 592.8742 139.46931 126.1051 163.4890 126.1088 326.0333 217.1130 224.7078 263.7881 
Engine3 452.8390 125.08631 109.48401 129.69231 113.9449 214.1965 171.4057 165.0064 212.4596 
Engine4 463.7548 142.04271 92.8876! 118.4003 134.0151 227.4117 179.5991 189.9401 185.0308 
Engines 478.7278 135.6248 121.25641 137.7441 131.3300 207.91371 202.7812 171.56141 214.6636 
Engine6 459.5086 146.1459 153.9254 136.5093 93.4097 148.4438 191.1626 186.4219 213.0832 
Engine7 441.5424 131.8481 140.2372 134.3495 98.0581 142.2957 189.7708 198.6121 185.8395 
Engines 410.5540 130.0666, 124.0703, 101.1256, 90.4268 145.4517J 186.5150 192.6574 157.4151 
Engine9 422.2563 130.0507 116.7524! 103.3968 86.7961 128.6310 182.0048 198.0011 201.6320 
Enginel 0 402.4054 137.1221 106.9607, 117.7325 90.3049 127.5775 148.7322 206.2324 169.5347 
Enginel 1 541.7028 135.9231 135.5235 112.1736 111.1951 182.33101 262.5940 250.6104 258.1614 
Enginel 2 514.6963 157.51691 132.4839 126.9678 120.4083 221.8225 224.4274 186.7385 239.7615 
Enginel 3 555.3587 172.9116 135.2287 140.9104 129.6282 198.11071 247.00931 221.70631 272.3301 
Enginel 4 477.1617 145.2441 98.4670 129.9450 105.7393 169.1584 201.9185 239.2478 205.4265 
Enginel 5 536.9349 163.7030 175.7745 141.8652 136.7948 179.6614 217.9615 235.7288 237.5115 
Enginel 6 505.6758 159.1441 132.0211 124.3516 107.2347 199.61821 222.44431 222.51071 217.13851 
Enginel 7 460.2619 136.2326 121.7048 121.5180 120.1193 156.6283 203.4948 177.0384 228.0115 
Engine 18 440.5772 133.8455 91.3345 124.4496 114.5208 156.9670 189.5361 180.0457 215.1046 
Enginel 9 436.84261 114.8237 120.5424 129.6945 96.9459 151.0775 157.04621 214.9275 207.8836 
Engine20 447.6577 148.9615 108.1593 119.8898 111.0675 154.35301 181.99241 210.74061 196.06691 
Engine21 538.2394 170.3958 129.6603 137.3778 107.5343 199.27931 263.5393 233.5683 222.9339 
Engine22 495.4453 148.4722 120.0643 135.2801 119.4244 158.9221 214.1618 214.3526 243.6704! 
Engine23 471.1420 145.5510 121.1632 135.4388 105.1915 150.38961 181.53701 224.0867 225.63831 
Engine24 459.7656 124.4526 125.6462 127.6130 113.3462 152.6168 173.50921 208.6583 232.4671 
Engine25 522.9380 145.2681 137.0059 142.26491 120.1630 174.6010 243.5724 280.8702 173.8135 
Engine26 495.0534 134.0051 115.2267 142.2336 132.7644 167.9372 216.1543 250.3247 195.9554 
Engine27 479.9800 103.6706 165.49001 144.7818 97.8380 167.2963 196.8431 241.3371 191.6597 
Engine28 517.0019 119.9137 123.8858 175.2206 135.6972 184.2589 190.40521 261.32341 223.5007 
Engine29 489.8178 28.3525 121.00091 129.8938 106.5608 189.8836 236.3627I 238.21731 218.1242 
Engine30 471.8418 141.7300 111.3872 141.9782 116.6083 158.3136 212.3471 236.5498i 173.9960 
Average 482.0958I 136.2133 124.6777 131.7859 113.6412 178.6948 204.2311 214.9859! 211.6883 
Std Dev 44.2800 25.4473 18.5175 15.1195 14.9286 39.2001 28.5374! 28.5030! 28.8819 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































D. COMPARISON GROUP RESULTS 
The tables in this appendix summarize the variability in the three comparison 
sets. In each group the six engines are analyzed and the average found in the 
same process as the baseline evaluation. 
In Table D.1 a comparison of variability of each of the groups is displayed. The 
coefficient of variation of the overall results was used here as a comparison term. 




















































































































Results from each of the comparison group's engines and the overall results are 
compiled in the following tables. The overall radius of variability of each engine 
is listed along with its average, standard deviation and coefficient of variation. 
Table D.2: Angle Domain Cycle Average - Internal Calculation Summary 
Raw Data 
Faulted 6.8L 3V 4.6L 2V 
Filtered Data 
Faulted 6.8L 3V 4.6L 2V 
Enginel 45.3365 20.6932 15.1183 34.0840 17.1526 9.3148 
Engine2 31.0245 19.2659 39.3020 26.0549 15.8088 9.4461 
Engine3 27.1120 18.9414 15.4008 21.9669 15.7254 9.5534 
Engine4 26.3308 19.2567 15.5175 20.8895 16.4589 9.7831 
Engine5 25.4246 17.9593 21.8840 22.1826 14.5010 11.2642 
Engine6 28.4855 17.3843 16.5139 25.0376 14.7254 10.9847 
Average 30.6190 18.9168 20.6227 25.0359 15.7287 10.0577 
Std Dev 7.4698 1.1540 9.4976 4.8510 1.0081 0.8451 
Coef Var 0.2440 0.0610 0.4605 0.1938 0.0641 0.0840 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































E. BASELINE TO COMPARISON GROUPS RESULTS 
The tables included in this appendix convey the correlations between the 
baseline and the comparison groups. In each comparison group the six engines 
were analyzed and compared to the baseline average. The overall radius of 
variability of each engine from the baseline is listed in these tables along with its 
average, standard deviation and coefficient of variation. 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































F. SUMMARY GRAPHS 
The graphs in this appendix are a summary of the baseline analysis and of the 
correlation between the baseline and the comparison groups. To clarify the 
contents a brief outline regarding each plot is included. 
In Figure F.1 the coefficient of variation of each analysis method is displayed; this 
is derived from the comparison of the standard deviation to the average of each 
technique. A dimensionless value is provided by the coefficient of variation to 
relate the outcome of each method. Results from the investigation of the 30 
engine 5.4L 3V baseline is the source of the presented findings. The original 
data from the engines was collected at a sampling rate of 33.3 kHz, which is the 
limiting factor of the frequency content. To provide a deeper understanding of 
the analysis involved the computation time of each method is also displayed. 
The length of the computation time is the additional time required above and 
beyond the current testing procedure and includes the analysis of 30 engines. 
136 
Analysis Method Comparison 
0.5000 
0.0000 
Cycle Avg Angle Angle Det. FFT FFTNorm DCT DCTNorm MA MA Norm ARMA ARMA 
Norm 
Figure F.1: Comparison of Data Analysis Methods utilizing the Baseline Data 
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A comparison of the coefficient of variation and calculation time of the filtered 
baseline data is displayed in Figure F.2. The band of the frequencies of interest 
was filtered from the original data before the further calculations were performed. 
The computation was carried out in the same manner as the results of Figure 
F.1. A range of 3 to 6000 Hz was focused upon to reflect the limitations of the 
equipment and to concentrate on the pertinent engine noise and vibration 
information. 







Cycle Avg Angle Angle Det. FFT FFTNorm DCT DCTNorm MA MA Norm ARMA ARMA 
Norm 
Figure F.2: Comparison of Data Analysis Methods utilizing the Filtered Baseline 
Data 
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Figure F.3 depicts the correlation between the baseline and each of the engines 
in the faulted engine comparison group. Engines from the faulted set were 
considered to be acceptable at the time of production and later were found to be 
defective. The engines are listed in the order of severity of defects; the first three 
engines have significant faults and final three possess minor defects. A 
coefficient of variation for each engine was calculated by finding ratio of the 
baseline average to the difference between the results of the baseline average 
and the faulted engine. The plot compares the baseline coefficient of variation to 
the individual engines of the faulted group. 
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Figure F.3: Comparison of Data Analysis Methods in the Correlation of the 









Results of the correlation between the filtered data from the baseline and each of 
the engines in the faulted engine comparison group are given in Figure F.4. The 
data from both the faulted engine group and the baseline was filtered to include 
only the 3 to 6000 Hz frequency range. From this point the data was processed 
in the same manner as that of Figure F.3. 
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Figure F.4: Comparison of Data Analysis Methods in the Correlation of the 
Filtered Faulted Engine Group to the Baseline Data 
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In Figure F.5 the correlation between the baseline data and each of the engines 
in the QOS 6.8L 3V engine comparison group is displayed. Engines in the 
comparison set along with the baseline engines were part of a quality of service 
test and are considered a representative sample of the production engines. This 
plot depicts the similarities of the engine signatures when evaluated using the 
different analysis techniques. 













Cycle Angle Angle FFT FFT DCT DCT MA MA Norm ARMA ARMA 
Avg Det. Norm Norm Norm 
Figure F.5: Comparison of Data Analysis Methods in the Correlation of the QOS 
6.8L 3V Engine Group to the Baseline Data 
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The correlation between the filtered data from the baseline and each of the 
engines in the QOS 6.8L 3V engine comparison group is illustrated in Figure F.6. 
The data from both the comparison group and the baseline was filtered to include 
only the 3 to 6000 Hz frequency range. Following the filtration data was 
analyzed in the same method as that of Figure F.5. 
















Cycle Angle Angle FFT FFT DCT DCT MA MA Norm ARMA ARMA 
Avg Det. Norm Norm Norm 
Figure F.6: Comparison of Data Analysis Methods in the Correlation of the 
Filtered QOS 6.8L 3V Engine Group to the Baseline Data 
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Depicted in Figure F.7 is the correlation between the baseline data and each of 
the engines in the QOS 4.6L 2V engine comparison group. These 4.6L 2V 
engines are a sample set utilized in the quality of service testing. The following 
graph illustrates the measure of variation of the engine signatures between the 
sample group and the baseline. 














Cycle Angle Angle FFT FFT DCT DCT MA MA Norm ARMA ARMA 
Avg Det. Norm Norm Norm 
Figure F.7: Comparison of Data Analysis Methods in the Correlation of the QOS 
4.6L 2V Engine Group to the Baseline Data 
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Figure F.8 depicts the correlation between the filtered data from the baseline and 
each of the engines in the QOS 4.6L 2V engine comparison group. The data 
from both the comparison group and the baseline was filtered to include only the 
3 to 6000 Hz frequency range. After the original data was filtered the results 
were obtained though the same method as that of Figure F.7. 
Comparison of 4.6L 2V Engines to Baseline - Filtered 3 Hz to 6000Hz 
1.0000 
0.0000 
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Figure F.8: Comparison of Data Analysis Methods in the Correlation of the 
Filtered QOS 4.6L 2V Engine Group to the Baseline Data 
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G. SELECTION OF THE FREQUENCY RANGE OF INTEREST 
The filtered frequency range utilized spans from 3 Hz to 6000 Hz. Many different 
factors influenced the selection of this range and will be discussed in detail. 
The frequency range of the Bruel & Kjaer type 4366 charge accelerometer was 
the most limiting factor. Per the specifications found in Appendix A, the resonant 
frequency is 16 kHz and the range of five percent error in amplitude response 
had a maximum limit of 5 kHz. The actual calibration charts denoted that the real 
mounted frequency in all of the utilized accelerometers was greater than 20 kHz. 
Further the amplitude response in the selected frequency range was generally 
flat with some the accelerometer's error starting to increase just before 6000 Hz. 
The maximum observed error at 6000 Hz was only 3.5 % which was well within 
acceptable limits. Also suggestions from the manufacturer noted that the upper 
limiting frequency should not be greater than a third of the mounted resonance 
frequency [34]. 
The lower frequency limit was selected to include half order vibration. Sub-
harmonics are generally not of interest but a half order disturbance in an engine 
denotes a problem that occurs once every engine cycle. Such events can 
indicate a misfire or camshaft issue. The idle speed of the engines under study 
is approximately 600 rpm; this means that the half order frequency is 5 Hz. 
Combustion and structure borne vibration are the areas of key concern. In the 
engine the frequency spectrum of interest of combustion vibration ranges from 
146 
the half order up to the twentieth order frequency. Audible noise due to structure 
borne vibration is focused between 1 kHz and 5 kHz. This is because the human 
ear is most sensitive in this range. In this experiment extending the upper end of 
this selected scope is to ensure the audible noise range is encompassed. 
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